
This is an interview with William C. Carter,

Vice-Chairman of the House Republican Caucus in

'ennessee. The interview was conducted on August

1.3, 197^, by Jack Bass. Susan Hatha.way trans

BASS: I want to read a little bit abou

your background into this. You are the past President

the Tennessee Young Republican Federation, District

Campaign Manager for the Eisenhower - Nixon campaign,

Campaign Manager for Bill Brock, Special Field Assistan"

'or Congressman Brock, Director of the State Republican

Party, Republican Member of the Legislature, Secretary

of the Tennessee Fiscal Review Committee, Vice-Chairman

of the Republican caucus, and East Tennessee GOP House

xenresen1 7ou were telling something

. . . when did you become active in the Republican

WILLIAM C. CARTER, Jr.: The second Eisenhower

campaign in '56.

J.B.: And what was it like in Chattanooga in those

ys being a Republican.

W.C.i Real lonely. I don't know what figures

had at that time, but I would say that compared to

our present situation in Hamilton County we had County

'ficials and various City Officials. We had 91 ele

officials, and none identified themselves as Republican
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of the city and county office holders, and it was even

more lonely back in ' 56 because we did not hs.ve

Congressman, did not have a Senator, and did not have

Governor. You know the first and second district

Jongressman from the year '1. There is a lot

of thinking that the real leadership in those areas

did not want a Republican Congressman because then

they lost the contact they had with Mr. 5 J

cognized as the Republican

ship in this area. We did have the She

and had had it for some tine.

office,

J.B. : Was it nretty much a Post Office Republic;

anization at that time?

W.C.i Definitely.

.: You were me about you and three other

guys walking down the street being the Republican party

or something.

Jmh, hum.

J.B.: What was that?

W.C.i Well, that was aboi it. There w

older people, Fred Todd Meachum, Walter Higgina and

p"r. Tyndall who had really fallen off in the 30's and

and were just about ready to fall off and

:hey picked up a few of those guys who . . . we were

all in business for ourselves, and pretty much self-

employed, and we had some time on our hands. They

told us what vwas going to happen, and got us interested,

! time that Nixon and Eisenhower

lent . . . about that time,



and we would walk down the sti

any way we wanted to and pretty v/ell represented .

Mickey Spence who was the congressional candidate at

;hat time, later was Postmaster, and .iver

who is now Administrative Assist;

here in the Federal Building, and myself who arc

about the same age, an? /ere the party at that

time. If we wanted to have a meeting in any phone

booth at any time, we could have it. Then Bill Brock

rom the handling; a watchers

school, we were looking for watchers. Cur biggest

concern at that time was to get some similar sort

of a clean honest election. V'e thought if we could

do that, we could do more in one direction than help

this boy in any other way. So the first job that Bill

did was to come back in the system and conduct in the

poll watchers school, and he did one hell of a job,

not only in the school, showing signs of leadership,

getting the guys from the mountain, and from the Dale

Carnerie , which he and his broth-

time, and I told them come on up guys, we have

got something going. This was Bill's first activity

\n the Republican party in '56, From there, Bill go'

:tive in the Young Republican Federation, which

■ tty much dominated by a coalition

Jarol Reese and his she first division

in Memphis which had the bulk of the vote at the

convention based on the population and what have you
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'ernphis and the first district, they just

absolutely dominated all young

So a few of

President in

go into that. i was elected

;wo years later Bill decided to

run for the Young Republican National Committee, and

to me this wan the very key step that we had to make

Bill beat Bill Looth, an Attorney,fi

Memphis who had been strongljr aligned with the Hee3^-

people up in the first district. He moved on \,u

the Young Republican National Committee. Had he not

won that election, the course of Tennessee politics

would have very definitely been a different course.

He gave a lot of thought, and a lot of soul searching,

we talked about it strategically and politically and

economically and every way in the world, and he finally

decided to make the race, and did defeat Bill Looth

and then became the leader 01

Federation in the State.

J.B.: Why was that election so important?

have ha

Bill had

Because if he hadn't of won it, he wouldn't;

See that was his

J.B.: Did the Reese people acti oppose him?

W.D.i Well let's say the Reese people supported

the other side. Mo, they didn't know Bill Brock, they

couldn't care less at that time, but they were supporting

the other man very strongly; Jerry Kent, a girl who is

Reese's Secretary was the conmitteewoman at that time

she was very strongly in favor of hen there
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in '58, i

to make his race, nrobably ' 60 or something;

,t, he became showed

the winning attitude here in Hamilton Coi mty and we

threw all our eggs in one basket to elect a real popular

College Professor to the county council. Timmons came

down to Chattanooga at that time to encourage all of

us to go to the young leadership training school and

what have you in Washington that were v<

fho was this?

. iou jmow

J.B.i I know who he is, right.

W.C.i And we began, all of us, to try a fun and games

approach to learn how to do it. We began to sro to every

d, the regional schools, the leadership

training schools in Washington. About a dozen of us were

o all of them. So we were learning new politics

from the book as it was written.

J.B.: Was this whe:

robably. about '60. From that

we came out real dubious of Bill Brock's

age, at the time thf we coul<

participate, and he just became our leac

came up for 1Q62 with the full understanding the old

tard that don't expect this guy to win, but he has

enough money, he will make a real race this time

no. m 11 come back and :ell, Pat, Bill's

brother, Bill said Hell we aren't going to go through anyth.iri.o-
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hat, if we are to run in '62 we are going

^Im in the primary. defeated Frazier,

and you know, that race was extremely close but bill did

win probably by about 2%, Then he went from there . . .

■people i.s a fluke and they came back

with an ov ndie'ate i Je had the same

problems with Goldwater that everyone else had, but we

geared up in this district in such a way that we carried

every single Republican candidate, particularly including

Goldwater, Public Service Commissioner, Baker ran aga^1

Bass him, and

'oldwater and wa

t time.

J.B.: has pone on between '62 and ' 6lY to build

iion? Is that where the emphasis has gone?

we could possibly think

cause we then had a champion, we then knew we could

convince the people in the other areas that we could win.

.east 50$ of the district vote,

ana lor year after year, we've told these outlying couno.

to come on in, we're going to carry Hamilton County. You

do well up there but we misled them so much, that they

;arted making their local swaps and tr;

:heir counties and we just couldn't do a thing. But

once we dad break the ice win, then Hamilton County

and. leadership and convince

it ca: done.
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n we got more orss

county chairman that would assist any way the

county convention wanted us to assist, furnish Parliamentarians

or any ;hey wanted. We were just gearin-:

solid race. We knew we had something good in '62, we fcnei

fluke. We knew we had to win in

we aid.

u'.B. : And you became state executive director when'

W.C. : Yes, BiJ to resign my job, i gue

somewhere like January of '6$, I did, and

as the director of organizations for the State of Tennessee,

and that is we were going across the state basically

trying to pitch in where we could and raise u>

sustain the one man operation and smooth things out.

Later we got a vehicle by which we could get some funds

and we set up a state headquarters for the first time

in Nashville, and that was probably in '65, and I w

named Executive Director of the Republican party, the

fyWU*
position that Ron Rgrtogfr now has, and .about a year la

we had three full time field men, plus a three man st;

in Nashville* and began to work towards a real two

'n the strJ ;ot a real good break

about that time we liaicer versus decision,

when we had to reapportion

in one year from 25 to '-I-1 i tate house . . . Hi o:

the 99. So we not only have he sta:

house, but we also ran real strong races in the seventh



think that Is the year Euykendall won . . . '66, the

year he won. So then we "began to prove that we could

do things, we began to prove that we did have a real

o ui uiitr^ -ty sy financed,

we ran better races, and we won more of them. Often t"

Bill would come into Nashville during that period and

on the weekends he and I would go to various parts of

meetings, or what have you. Certainly we were making

time simply just me 'or the Senatorial

but it w

definitely a secondary thing to Bill Brock, and that

was the reason we were so successful, he was going out

helping other people promote the Republican party in

the state.

)id he consider running for Sena"

he consider making a race for the Senate?

J.B.: Right?

he was thinking about running ior

the Senate at that time, yes.

'.B. : Not that year.

He studied the gubernatorial race, and he

to the Governors race at that tii ■hink

when he found out that Beaufort Ellington was coming

back, he decided running was not the thine to do. He

en a. less formidable opponent, he might have



the race ior i -nor.

B. s So th x, were you ax xna"

time trying to build up an organization in each county

W.G. i Yes. Well really, one man couldn't hardxv

do it, they were trying to do it In each Con

district, and then let the thine filter out.

counties and it that time.

.s there a county structure in each countv

now?

n.O.j There is definitely a paper structure in

every county, and I would say we were active in. 75

out of 95. We fill ut> a t>hone booth and draw

a pretty good crowd, "but able to get

on the telephone and start a chain in command for I'd

say 75 counties. There are just some counties in

middle Tennessee that are 75^> to 80^ Democrat. You

just can't find capable people willing to identify

jpoL>l»<-1y\ with the Republican party.

W,D. : Has there been JUWtt\ an alonp or I

it reached its peak at some poini

I don't think we have peaked because we

d to win house that we have not

won before. We now have ^9 out of 99, we are within

one vote of the majority, and we've been losing seats

and winning seats In other areas. If we are at a peak,

it is probably right now. I say that because it is the

end of the first Governor's term, and I think the people

have been giving us every opportunity to show something,

and still the1 going along with what we have been
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doing . . . the electlo1 Beard two years ago

;remendous win for us in that district where

Republicans have never served before. We are close

to a peak right now because we have had a working

minority in both houses /e have two Senators,

and a Governor. If the Republican, party hasn't proved

themselves by now, I don't know what else we can expect

the people in Tennessee to do.

W.D.: Why were you successful in Tennessee when

:o do

;his?

Jf.C. i Of course, if we have to attribute it to

whom it was Brock who candidate at the time.

Now whether it was Bill who brought it about, or

whether it was Ray Bloom, he happened to be the man

who came along at the time. Of course, we will never

hat, but I think the political philosophv of the

Tennesseean has made it more r :n've to the Republican

«.x-cy . . .Republican philosophy down there. Some of

your other southeastern states . . . Florida, I don't

we've enjoyed any more success than they have, have

J.B. :

Yell, I'll say our timing wai sat. I would

also say that we had so

know politics and they bep id really make

an academic investigation into it and see how to do

it, and we had very good teamwork, and then again we had

a leader that we all liked and he's tough.
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Is it an over-simplification to say that

when Baker ran a second time, his winn;

he happened to just sort of come along . . . the righ"

man from the right place just happened to come

along at the right time, did he in structure

state wide Brock had set up in Baker

in his Senate race and was the difference in race .

W.C.i Well he won by over a 100,000, but he did

not win four years previously. So something happened

in the man. tidii't become that much better

vyn, uuC I think . . .

I don't think we can give the Brock organization, or any

Republican organization credit for a 100,000 win. I

think has to be right. But much of the success

and much of the ease to campaign w to Brock, and

a well organized state wide Republican party. And a

well organized state wide Republican party does go

back to Brock, there is just no other way out.

J. B.: Do you expect the Republicans to win a

majority in the legislature this year? |

W.G.i TTo, I am afraid we have been

out. Had we been in control and could have drawn our

own lines in this last non, have

picked up four or five, and might have gone in. They

drew lines and they drew them very artistically. They

picked up probably four or five.

J. B. : Was vour d: >oundaries changed?

loved. I picked up and.

moved nine miles up the road. They put me and the



in the same district. was the epitomn 01pitom*

it here, you know. Three Republican incumbents were
il... -Un

drawn into the same district in 5-^

J.B.: Had each of you represented single member

myself, and we were all drawn into one district. Ray

moved into another district during the primary, I had

moved North to become eligible in my district, and the

other Bill Carter str/

'.B. s Did the Governor veto that?

,iJ. 1 And they overrode his veto'

., s They ov(

J.B.: Does it take a simple majority to override

a. veto?

:T.C. : In Tern a simple majority overrides

veto. That was the first veto of the 88th general

assemDiy and I think it

J.B.: Was the vote strictly a party line vot(

j.a.: un override?

Yes. They did j.A*ul job. They had

'Very sin ber in the chamber, as hard as we

;ried to get them. cut. All we had to do was knock

it was ^8 to 51. but they did

rood whip job and had. them all in there and overrode



the veto clay. So I would cay, and I hope n

,hat they will probably pick up four or

?hey have a good wan*, chest, want it "badly, they

have good, leadership, and they have drawn their own

fault.

they don't do that, it v,7ill be their own

/'ho do you consider their strongest leads

or man or wnat?

J.B.: Legislative for the Democrats.

W.C.i Cne of their outstanding people certainly

has to be a real outstandin

person who can work with both parties beautifully. But

he 0.0 es no ;o be a dynamic leade:

nor an outstanding candidate, but he is one hell

a public servant. Very v/ell could a

farmer or an attom.e1

naturally anyone who can be e.

ougrrc to be . ■ ■ jid that

i Ned is a mans man, and he is a beautiful

led doors when he 1; 'King on a compromise.

a whole lot done, but again, he loses charisma

. .. he doesn't have the charisma it takes to be an

outstanding leader. I personally thouj. ■■viseman

was the outstanding Democrat that is ing for Governor,

on't think a hell of a lot of Ray Blanton, I'll tell you

iax, neither as a a corner

man, but he has never lost a race except the one when he ran



against Howa •, and that was

He got beat by 260 oSd thousand.. it, ju

J.B.: Do you think Blanton would have won, if thev

had had a rim off ii democratic primary? Say betw

Jlanton and Butcher?

W.G.I Between Blanton and Butcher, yeah. Blanton,

I think is the man people woul ve . . . i-

me that only a certain amount of people who make the

decision on noil-recognition and television and &j

that, it's spontanteous and in my opinion, a.'. .e have

been captured that would have been captured so you put

your Kaneys and your Butchers together and that is about

3.11 you have left. The Snodsrass

have gone for Blanton. People don't like the id<

didn't like the idea >ple trying to buy this

November election." People began to move away . .

<J.B. : By buying you mean, through excessive i

G.i Yeah. million, on media i an un-

and Haney were supposed to have spent. Name reco-<=3iiti<

only go so far and

would have be Butcher.

How effect! >lican caucus in the

the senate?

':J. C. : Well, extremely Partisan session

,,Ioted . . . extremely partisan.
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defeated us strictly

on blind loyalty

;ime on a caucus ■position. lust don't know if

anything; will compare with it. I've never seen any

,te, we get

well the Governor out when have you

and they call all theirs in, they have got you beat.

just don't know how to answer that.

J.B.: You have been in the legislature since when?

W.C.i Since "6?. :

tive D: elected.

J.B. s Were you. among the first e-roup from Hamilton

Countv . . . 'Republicans in the legislature?

so well

Republican

. . . m i9«4j, the year I told you we did

We ran one Republican and elected one

;tory from

Hamilton County. The next year we elected four out 0:

seven. I was one of them, as was Congressman Baker.

had four out of seven, and now we have five out of seven.

ATe now have five out of seven in the house, and two out

of two Senators. So we have seven out of nine in Hamilton

County as compared to ten years previously, we did. not

have one in the history of the County. I think that

further epitomizes what has happened . . .

J.B.: How about local officials? City and County?

W.C.i We are not doing much better.

J.B.: Why is that?

W.G.i I think it is because the elections are held
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in August when they hold the state wide primaries, I

don't know, we still trying to figure it out. We

are running outstanding candidates with outstanding

campaigns. We did. elect some terms in

We had a real fine Sheriff candidate who lost by 1200.

We had a County Councilman that lost by a thousand. We

just can't seem to do anything in August, and we still

blame it on confusion saying basically this is a

Democratic County, and people going into the Democratic

primary to vote state wide we think are sticking close

. . . that's one of the few things . . .

J.B. : I a.m correct now that the state wide

primary race are held on the same day as the general election

for local races?

W.C.: Yes, but we hardly have a contest because

we can't find enough Republican candidates who want to

run for that office. We had one x in xne

because

c o rui this area right

without any opposition.

.: But in these local races, the general electioi

is held the same day as the primary?

W.C.t Yes. Must idenfify the first step, Republican

or Democrat. We are thinking because of the lack of our

success, peor)le say, I want to vote in the Democratic

primary, they voted about five to one more Democrats.

Democratic primary ticket, we think there might

be some psychology appearing to prove our ignorance for

to vote Democrat. Somcth
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happened, we can't touch it, and we have studied the

hell out of it the last six or eight years.

J.B.: But if you vote in the Republican primary,

that day, when you go in the voting "booth, is the

general election ticket for local offices set up at

the same place?

"r.C: Yeah. The machine is written with thr

letters. If he pulls number one which

general election; and then one of the other two re

which primary he wants. The general election is white,

the Republican primary is blue, and the Democratic primary

is yellow. So you have two elections to vote for.

J.B.: That is interesting. Cn that machine you

vote . . . you pick your primary.

W.D.: What you do then to the machine, you are

acting as the clerk.

,'/.C.: Ch yeah. Because he has to know which on<

to release.

W.D.: He releases it.

'7. C. : I'm sorry. iuda;e it and. you

register one of the vo

fou call your party first in tc

you want to vote?

T;.C: As far as we are concerned, it is not a

very satisfactory thing. As I was riding in, I heard

on the news just describing thi

to the Georgians. They are going to have them tomorrow.

I listened, to him very carefully, he had i

planation, but you had to listen to every damn word or
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you would, have lost him, and you know how many voters do

,nai, inhey are going to go in there and say I am a Demi

it and vote Democratic in the primary.

W.D.: Is that true in the other counties too?

. 0. : C h ye ah .

J.B.: Are voting machines used in all counties, or

only in the metroDOlitan areas.

'!le passed a law in '70, I think, that all

had to have voting machines, the stat<

fixed al easy lending arrangement . . .

J.B.: Did the state pay for the cost of it, or

did the county?

;'.Te loaned them the money at 2$ I think,

something like that. I think we them a . . . th

years to do it and I think . . . so I'd say probably

that every st;

J.B.: In your opinion, has that resulted in a

■ore honest election?

W.C.i Ch yes. No question. I would say overall

that Tennessee has better than average honest elections.

Now it hasn't been easy, because we have had watchers

schools around here and we used
ex- i -j

down to these polls, we'd tell them that before the

damn day was over, you are going to have to ,

and during these years, starting right about I960 we had

co do a whole lot of hard work, and now we have good

lections all over this area.

J.B.: Who appoints managers? Does the local

election commission?



.: Who appoints what?

lTho aunoints the of the machines

e have here too, and

;his is part of the emergence of the Republican party.

re passed a law that trying to a majority

ed a

most um in which th

majority voted for the Republican Governor, the Republicans

will name the election ion 11 ;e. So I

:hink that th< of the 95 electioi

ion com-

*j, they name the election commission

county. 'i'he election comi

;hree of the majority and two of the minori'

officials of each precinct.

J.B.: But those five come from a list sironlied by

the parties? Hamilton County voted y lor

icxion comr :d three

Republicans and two Demo<

election commission.

prom where did those

raal fact of the matter, they

";ions of th

its these three chairman.

J. B.: The

.C: Are elected by the legislature.

,B.: Are they required to be by-partisan by law?

wo and one, yes sir. The count is two and
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one depending who the

So if there Is a Republican Governor, there

are two Republicans.

W.C.i Right, and they are elected :he Republican

caucus and the Democratic caucus.

J.B.i And the way the system actually works, although

it is not required by law, the way the system works is

:hat the local "_jn provides the irpu

W.G.i That's rigfrt. Since we elect them, they are

courteous or smart enough to take our recomrri'

name these people.

J.B.: Does that include both parties? In other wo]

do the Democrats from Hamilton County in the legislature

pick the Democrats for the local election commission?

W.G.i Right.

J.B.: But the ... if the county has gone Demo

in the Governors race, that would be a majority of Democrat:

regardless of the local legislative make up.

W.C.i Yeah.

J.B.i And that is by law.

'.C.i Yeah. c is where i say te wide we are

probably 55 • • • I think Dunn carried ^5 oi

:he election of the Governor determines whether

J.B. : Does th< ;e pay the cost of the primary?

'.C.i Does the state pay the cost of the primary?

The county pays the cost of the primary. . . thi:

for the first time. It used to be tha' .■oy had

to pay it. But here again it was the ;ive ac"
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which was contested,and carried to the Supreme Court last

year, and the County has to defray the expenses of the

primary rather than the party.

G.: There were, but there are none now.

3.: So you don't have to pay any filing fees?

What? a petition?

registered

lat' s all tha.t is required'

mnty. If you wanted to run

for Governor, you would, need Hamilton County

;ers and send copies of those 25 signatures to every

rnor you only need

qualify in one county and then sent

nexixion to every

"ion . . .

this part of the expl; ion wny there is

locraxic primary?

not so easy.

a county immediately up the road . . . Ray County, which

they have got to brine my ^-0,000. We

have got a severe highway problem. So we were

all the 12 counties trying to get a lent.

;hree names that we had never heard of, and they

;ten reply to

sive committee with people

, people like that that we had



rer heard of, but I guess th; ;he way to set down

J,B.j So you can literally r

without spending a

W.C. : That's right.

'.D. : registered

oer stamp . . .

course you have to certify it.

you about ten d

_*d really like to talk to some of thos<

There was one guy who turned

the thins; ove: the back said I would appreciate

your prayers.

)id you vote in f;

when

that far.

thought they passe! run off provision

md the Governor vetoed it?

)h yeah. That was two years ;

probably did. ± certainly would now.

one time we had a

think that Governor at one tine a;ot

.ing-fron went in pretty small

.jority. These people who have a real base would

and i think it would number of other pe

to get in and square the vote. They could come in with



Lown there. No matter how many people were in the

■ace Faddox would probably win his 30'o, if there

see, here comes a man with a vote like that, and now

with the two party system you have a run off to some

<hy did Dunn v<

w . r. . « ss he thought it would b

prohibitively expensive for a man to run a race, come

back about i uid run another one, and i

. . . he might have b

really don't know. iber his veto

message. imagine that a possibili

whole lot to do with it.

)o you expect a run o:

uhink it would, and I think whoevi

to sign it in view of what is

.ng in the Democratic primaries the last tir

.B. : Regardless of whether the Gover:

an or Democratic

.: Ch yeah.

don't see any reason for tin

o-onose it.

>een a like

onis one heI or L'his many candid;

'.'ell no. I'd say . . . the one



or six others.

the tii ryoociy

or Public Servn

J.B. : Do the Public Services Ci

■« bhey district

jhe east, middle,

ric c,

what the hell

Ui.-LJ.UJ. CLJL O U J i Cl ,ai;es would be

Attorney General,

ro over ax a xime, xnere

about 50 yes and. no.

wide of"

■'7.C: We have the constitutional 0^'"

tate Treasurer who is elected by a Joint

the general assei

J.B.: That is the state treasurer?



v7.C. : That is thee state treasurer. The same is

true ol

years. xetary of State is elected the

way for a foi ;erm. Now of course, the

or Director of Finance Administration, all the

cabinet a ,nts arc vemor.

J.B.: How about Attorney General?

is named. oy the Supreme

>reme Court is elected, is that right?

The Supreme Court is elected. We trie

"issouri plan, but the Governor vetoed that and the

;he veto.

fhy is Tennessee the only state that ele<

state wide officers?

constitution, I think.

loes the legislature elect or appoint anv

the state wide officials or boards or commissions?

~)o you have a Highway Department or Transportation

TV. C. : We a Transportation, but that 1;

.ntment. I ai ure that those

:he only constitutional offices . . .

ibout education?

let appointment, Commissioner

.on. '.Then are you all going to leave?

Well we are going to Nashville next.

J have a blue book . . . get you a blue

book, it's got everythiiKin it. Veier condensed
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xuai. I have some and I wished I had brought them.

They will answer all of this. We have a very short

constitution. You can read the constituion in JO minutes.

W.D.: How does the system work when the legislature

)h hell yes. it's par"' *e is a

;rv often

.ns might come and trade or do something and

end up with one of the off. ;s named, but it re

happens.

a party line vote?

W.O.i Alright, they've got 'em back in line.

much done in caucus?

Well, we have had them bolt the caucus, but

it still ends up :y line.

J.B,: It requires the majority, though, I presume?

W.C,: Well, we really don't know about that either.

We've wondered lots of times if we couldn't pull it out,

we thought if we ever got less than a majority, then we

would pull the string on that and ask for a contest but

have never even don< is prettv frustrating

:o have 49 out of 50 votes. They have all eiglr blacks

. . . the black: jirounc , I'm mad

it them, they are not going to do anything, what can

rou guys do for us and so forth. It's pretty frustrat:

J.B.: So the black caucus in Tennessee really has

i. lot of power simply because of the balance.

:k caucus could run it anytime they

wanted to for a couple of weeks. I say
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)out a dozen ,vest Tennessee

presentatives that would corre our way because they would

calling the

'or a while, than they would be 1(

their party. That is th<

,te "between Nashville and Memphis, the flat-

and cotton area is still very very se^renational.

Most all of them are Democrats in the legislature until

you get . They are still /C^st'c^yl

W.D.: Is the power still very much split up in the

graphy and the three regions'

fell, it's like everything else.

nearly as much as it used to be and is getting le a±x

the time, but yes, there is still . . . the

so to speak, but there is a lot of

the time between the East and T.''es-

tiddle is kind of a balance?

They just don't get into it. It's you:

itive . . . ultra-conservative R

forxh, and ",he Shelby folks who have one-sixth of

our population. They have 16 representatives

County. They have different needs, a completely different

philosophy.

'he division though is strictly alonp; par1

lines. There is no . . . is there any ever urban versus

rural split in voting on iss

,J.i Oh yeah, quite often, on partisan matters, we



conservative versus liberal had a lo\,

iore arguments and. scraps th ia ruraj. oecau:

rural Donu_w s were dwindling

. . . we .iust don't have But then a

year >re the reapportionment of 1964,

the legislature.

an exanrple of a conserv:

versus liberal issue in which there would be

p,~\ nn.f -fch

:ur Commissioner of Welfare set u"o son

jiiare recipients had to corne m

and pick up their checks a couple times. Y7e had a bloody

battle on that one.

J.B.: You mean as opposed to being mailed?

YY.U.J lean, xney ,ju:

part of what Reagan very successfully did over

l ri (Th nncago. We fought that one for three or four days.

LOW UK Welfare thine . . .

•;/ e we re success

to censor or con

Did tha- .rtv lines?

well, say we na

en Democrats, and ;rats came

Western Tennessee basically.

srdit though

vote for some Republicans.

nhe only splits that we had . . . the



W.C.j Well, they got re

didn't want it, th<

for the medical school we have now in Memphis, these

folks up here said we have -^ot to have it. Thev pot

real real tough. On some matters this block

thine

re re successful in o1

'ernocratic party t>1uj

on soi

'or the medical sch

at 10

oo xne jjenocra

the med school?

.: Yes.

J.B.: The second med school. . . you mean in East

Tennessee they had the Democratic support rather than

Republican support.

W.C.s That is correct.

J.B.s The Republicans opposing it ...

W.C.: It was in extreme East Tennesse. The Re

publicans opposing it were supporting the Governor

and his position.

J.B. :

W.C.i And that was let's properly fund Memphis

~~rfe then we'll go up there.

J.B.: So the Republicans supporting it were those

East Tennessee . . . extreme East Tennessee . . .

W.C.i Extreme East Tennessee
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J.B.: Tri-city area.

W.C.: Right, because it will be located in Johnson

City, and that brought on a few little peculiar alignments

. . . this group of East Tennesseans did go with the

Republicans on the repeal of the Missouri plan on the

Supreme Coiirt which we felt cost us three members of

the Supreme Court. The Governor could have appointed

those people. You see, we had three men retire, and

he could have appointed them and all they would have

run for was a yes or no and that always turns out

yes just about. But the Democrats over rode his veto

with the support of these same East Tennessee Republicans.

J.B. : I see, so that v/as when . . .

W.C.: That was when it hit the fan.

J.B.: So that was the , it was an

exchange for the Democratic votes on the medical school,

that small number of Republicans voted to override the

Governor's veto.

W.C.! I wasn't included in that because there was

a very peculiar lineup which was a matter of record that

strongly indicates that. The other Bill Carter and I

were sponsors of the medical school bill. When this

other arrangement came about the repeal of the Missouri

Plan we stood up on the floor and withdrew our names

as sponsor of that bill as did three other men trying

to get some sort of jumping off a sinking ship. That

was probably the ... I know it was the biggest

break through the Republican party ever had and that
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J.B.: The Missouri Plan basically allows the Governor

to appoint Judges upon recommendation to fill a vacancy,

but upon recommendation of a bar association . . .

W.C.: A judicial commission . . .

J.B.: A judicial commission.

W.C.: Yeah.

J.B.j And they run yes or no for reelection.

W.C.: Which would have put us in three members

of the Supreme Court who in turn three of the five

could have named the Attorney General. So we felt

this was a real key time, not just to talk about

elephants in the Republican party, but to do something

to make your Republican philosophy go across. . . get

three members of the Supreme Court and the Attorney

General and you've got just about as much of a Republican

Party as you could ever hope for. We maintain that the

swap that came about that was indicated in the roll call

cost us that and we got mad as hell. That was about the

last week of the session too and we left . . .

W.D.t Other than that, how do you access Governor

Dunn?

W.C.: Well, here again he is hard to compare with

any Republican Governor to.

W.D.: Well about in the framework of just your

expectations?

W.C.: I thought the Governor did not have a negative

bone in his body. I think that it has shown through in

four years without any hint of any scandal of any shape,

form or faction. No eyebrows have been raised or nothing
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has happened. I think he had unbelievable charm, charisma,

personality, he's a mans man, but he didn't use that

talent on the hill. I think he was ill advised very

often. I think it's his own fault that he didn't

have a closer relationship with the legislature. Had

he used his talents he could have gotten just about

anything he wanted from the legislature.

J.B.i You mean he just lacked political skills?

W.D.: His lack of skills or interests?

W.C.: No it wasn't interest and it wasn't skill, i

just don't think he knew how to use them. Well his

skills are I don't know what. I think he was ill

advised very often, almost daily.

J.B.: Who were his advisors? I mean, staff people?

W.C.t Yeah, his staff people, his council, his

press people, his liaison people.

J.B.j Were they mostly people without prior

experience.'

W.C.: No, no.

J.B.: I mean was this a Nixon type situation?

I don't mean from scandal, I mean insofar as getting

along with coordinate brances of the government.

W.C.: I know what you meant, I heard a real

classic statement last night that I thought could

very well be carried to Nashville as President Ford

was leaving . . . talking to a bunch of his congress

men. . . they say now here is a congress who has been

denied access to the White House, they are starved for

White House recognition and they think they are never
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going to get any. We were too. I think he could have

had much better term as Governor, and when I say we

I mean both parties because as the leaders of the

house and the senate, Democrats are dog gone good

men, as I mentioned in my first few minutes talking

about them. And the Governor could have gotten them

in there and he could have just leveled with them

and come up with some real fine compromises.

J.B.: How did he work with them?

W.C.: He pouted if he didn't get what he wanted.

If he didn't get what he wanted, he often got mad.

J.B.t What should he have done. What do you

think he should have done that would have been

effective.

W.C.: Called them into his inner-chambers and out

the the mansion more, and just discussed it with them,

and talked to the Democrat leadership about what was

good for the State of Tennessee. {Cw^b** *\K the

caliber of the people who have this Democrat leader

ship, I think they would have gone for him . . .

J.B.: You mean part of it was a refusal on his

part to compromise?

W.C.s Yes. There is no question. Do you know

him, have you seen him up there?

J.B.: Only about one time.

W.C.i He's a man's man, and if you looked at him

you knew he was talking straight. I mean he has no

trouble if he is one on one, he can go.

J.B.: But he didn't do it often enough?
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W.C.: No, he did it very rarely.

J.B.: And you attribute that not so much to him, but

to his advisors?

W.C.: Yes, but then we go back to the Nixon comparison

too. He chose those people, and he heard pretty regularly

that these people are not relating to us. We need to see

you, we need to talk to you about this thing.

J.B.: So he got the message ... he got plenty of

feedback from the legislature?

W.C.: Oh yeah.

J.B.: Including Republicans in the legislature?

W.C.: Well much more so than the Democrats. The

Democrats didn't care. Hell, they could go in and over

ride his veto or do whatever they wanted to, they had

the votes, we had to spar and depend on his help to

bring some of them over and we never got that kind of

help. He'll be a much wiser Governor the next time

because his political experience was limited. He was

a very successful and very cooperative Shelby County

chairman during these embryo periods that we have

talked about. When I was Director of the Party, I

know he took off two days from his practice and we

toured in Shelby County in a Volkswagon going to see

these people, and he would use that charm back then

to get people to work for us and make contributions and

so forth. He was not a new comer into politics, but he

was a newcomer in realizing that there was a second

floor, that is the second floor in the State Capital.

The Governor's office is on the first floor and you hear
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it very commonly referred to as the first floor and the

second floor. He now knows damn well that there is a

second floor, and if he were to run for Governor again

he'd be a much much better Governor.

J.B.: Do you think he would appoint a different type

people to his staff?

W.C.: Oh yes.

J.B.s Well was it a question of his just feeling

that ... an unwillingness to fire anybody or was it

. . . was that part of it, or was that . . .

W.C: I don't think that he ever realized that what

these people were telling him was true, that he could do

a lot better job with the legislature. He apparently

didn't realize that and didn't think of it, because

he didn't change his MO from the time he went in until

the last week or so, and then it was too late. When they

started overriding his veto, he then got the message, but

then it was all over, see? He made ... I personally

think, I am an accountant by profession, I was a member

of the fiscal youth committee, which was the top budget

group up there, and . . .

J.B.: Who . . . how were you selected for that?

W.C.i That was the only committee that is elected

by the general assembly. The others are appointed by

the Speaker. But this is a bipartisan group that is

selected by the legislature and one of the highest

compliments you can get in my opinion. We constantly

told his people that you were way off on the budget. We

said that we had pencils just like you had, and we had
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the backing of the Treasurer and the Comptroller, but they

were members of the opposite party see, so someone suspected

that we were being propagandized, but he had the finance

administration director telling him what . . . and the

revenue commission, but the non-partisan legislative

group was saying "Governor, you're way down on your

estimates. We know you'll have this money to spend on

this, and this, and this, and this ..."

J.B.: So that's why you ended up with that big sur

plus?

W.C.: Yes. He vetoed $23 million dollars for good

legislation and we overrode him on every dog gone bit

of it, and we still have got $55 million dollars surplus.

So somebody wasn't treating him too well.

J.B.: Will that record hurt Alexander?

W.C.: With that record no because we ... will the

Governor's veto record hurt Alexander?

J.B.i His total record?

W.C.s No, I think the Governor has a pretty good

dog gone record. I think he could have had a whole lot

better one because things were rolling, and he could have

. . . the economy just shot up so fast there, you know,

and you can do so much for so many people, but the ed

ucational people will tell you that he probably has had

the best session in the history. I know health people

will tell you that, Highway people will tell you that,

law enforcement people will tell you that, just about

everybody will say that this is about the best session

we have ever had.
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J.B.: What caused the economy to take off like that

in Tennessee?

W.C.: I don't know, but I know the unemployment rate

of the district I represent is 2.8, and that is just

about going. I know over the last few years we have

had a real fine influx of eastern and northern industry

that has just raised our standard of pay. I guess every

body was working and had some money in their pockets . .

J.B.: These various Applacha programs and others

that provided a lot of funds for just building water

and sewer facilities and highways and so forth, how

significant . . .

W.C.: I think it certainly raised our standard of

living and put some money into it, but I think the

real economy boost came from the increase of good

jobs.

J.B.: Right, but I am saying ... my question is

these jobs resulted from new industry moving in?

W.C.: Yes.

J.B.: And did that industry . . . one of the

reasons that Tennessee was able to attract industry

in the last ten years that it hadn't gotten previously,

was the fact that internal transportation system, water

and sewer facilities in the areas where they weren't

previously available became available with those

factors.

W.C.: You would have to convince me of that, but

right off I wouldn't say that . . .no, because there

a lot of the industrial growth has come in the western
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part of the state between Nashville and Memphis, where the

Applacha Fund didn't come in, nor did they use . . . nor

did they have sewage problems over there. I mean, the

geological make up of the area has a whole lot to do

with the sewage needs, this has all helped. Now I think

that the favorable labor market had a whole lot to do

with it, and also our leadership, we have had some good

Governors lately. Clement and Ellington were good

Governors in my opinion, and they a couple

of times so they were in power about 14 years, I think,

and they had a good labor and industrial climate down

here. I think the work they have done over here has

finally caught up. Anybody who wanted to work was

working with pretty dog gone good wages and they believed

in the economy so they just what they had.

We've had tremendous growth.

W.D.: That high record of 23 vetoes in one year going

to hurt the Republicans? Could the Democrats . . .

W.C.: I think it hurt Governor Dunn, but I voted

to override 14 of those vetoes, and I'm . ..

J.B.: How many of them were overridden?

W.C.: Twenty-three.

J.B. s All of them . . .

W.C.j Oh no, no. We overrode 23 vetoes. I don't know

how many he vetoed because . . .

W.D.: That has got to be one of the highest veto

records of anybody.

W.C.: Oh in the country. It is more than the state

of Tennessee had has at this point.
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W.D.: I mean doesn't that indicate an inability

of Republicans in the legislature,

put a Democrat back in because a

Republican Governor couldn't work with a Democratic

legislature?

W.C.: Well his veto messages simply said in essense

... I mean, I'd say of those 23 . . . 17 or 18 of them

said I'm all for this but the funds are strictly not

available.

J.B.: But in view of the fact that you are teaming

up with . . .

W.C.: That's my point. It was not his inability

to work with the legislature, he just got a misreading

about how much money was in the bank.

J.B.: I mean it could be argued that if somebody

wanted to make the point, they he had an inability to

govern.

W.D.: No, he got the wrong revenue estimates.

W.C.: He got the wrong information. We gave him

information . . .

J.B.: That's a function of his though to see that

he gets the right information.

W.C.: Yeah. He picked the wrong Director of Finance

Administration, the wrong Commissioner of Revenue as far

as his ability to project goes, there is no question about

that.

J.B.: Let me ask you this question, and it's been

W.C.: Excuse me just a minute . . . the record will
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actually show that the vetoes were overridden by a substantial

number of Republicans.

W.D.: So that is more criticism of the Governor than

it is ...

W.C.; Ask the teachers what they think about it. He

started a kindergarten program, he has been real fine on

the vocational programs, but he has vetoed their salary

increases. So we overrode his veto, we're heroes, he's

a bad guy. He wanted to give it to them he said, but

the funds are not there. Instead of 700 we're going

to give you 400, they ended up with 800. I heard it

so damn much, the objections of the Executive notwithstanding.

J.B.: There has been some press speculation that

Alexander's victory in the Republican primary represents

a defeat for Brock, how do you react to that?

W.C.: Well it is a real short statement, but I would

say that it is not in error. I was a Winston man. I met

Ned through Bill, and I think a whole lot of other people

did in this area, and this is a question you might want

to dodge, but I think it is a fact of life that Winston's

basic support originally the old Brock support. I think

Alexander did an outstanding job of getting those others.

I did not say the Kuykendall people or the Baker people

or the Dunn people because I really don't know. But I

know that in this area I was able to persuade a lot of

people to support Nat Winston, who had been with us for

a long time in the Brock organization. It certainly

wasn't a bloody thing that we had because I think another

thing that the Brock people appreciated a good campaign.
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Alexander showed us a good campaign. He showed us the

Brock type of campaign that we had run before, and I

felt that Winston went to the people like myself . . .

the Bill Carter's and some of us who were real active

and real hungry ten or twelve years ago and a little

fat and lazy nowadays whereas Alexander got new "blood

into this campaign and brought on the same type of

people that Brock brought on ten years ago. Winston

went through the routines and all the motions of a

campaign. They did everything that you're supposed

to do and he would have won nine out of ten, but it

was completely a lackbuster campaign, and they were

just plotting along doing chapter and verse and so

forth and so on. Alexander came along with a dynamic

campaign and really did something and really motivated

people and got some lean and hungry people and con

sequently people passed on the vote, and I, as a

Winston supporter would probably say that I am glad

that Alexander won because the type of campaign that

the Winston people were conducting would not have

carried him through to win in November. I think the

Alexander type campaign will carry him to victory.

J.B.: You were saying you pulled out of the

Winston campaign?

W. C. : No.

J.B.: I thought you told me that yesterday when I

talked to you . . . maybe it was someone else, somebody

told me that.

W.C.i I never had a key position in it. I was
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available as was my wife. She is the Charter Women's

Club President and all of that kind of stuff. We've

got a pretty good list of credentials, and we were

Winston people and went to all of his rallies, but

were never really called on for any specific or general

duties for that matter. I think they missed a whole

lot of chances on picking up experiences some people

had, but the real problems were not getting lean,

hungry, excited, dynamic, young people or new people,

not necessarily young, but new people. They came

closer to getting stale guys like myself . . .

J.B.: You said they really didn't get you either.

W.C.: No, they got a lot of people like me who

had been 16, 18, 20 campaigns, and unless you get really

motivated in it nothing is going to happen, and I think

that certainly typifies the Winston campaign in the

third district. I have also gotten that report from

up in the first. I donft know how true it is.

J.B.: How would you characterize the Republican

effort to bring blacks into the party in Tennessee?

W.C.: Well here again ... I know most about this

area. We tried about three times and then decided that the

time and energies that we spent on getting a few in ... a

few blacks to come to our party, that time could be much

better spent in the inner-land getting others to come in

and be a lot more fruitful reward for the same time and

energy spent.

J.B.s So at the moment, there is not a whole lot of

effort.
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W.C.: In this area I would consider it almost hopeless.

J.B.! Why?

W.C.: Well, we have just tried in the past and they haven't

come our way. They indicate that they might be thinking our

way, and we cater to them and appeal to them and nothing

happens and we tried it real hard for three times and we

just decided that it is just too much time and energy being

spent on getting in a very few people to repeat to them; spend

that same time and energy and money someplace else and be a

lot more productive, unless your voters yield some people

like that.

J.B.i Now Howard Baker got fairly good black support last

time.

W.C.: Like what, ten or twelve percent.

J.B.: I thought it was more like twenty or thirty, I am

not sure.

W.C: No, I doubt that. I really do. But ten or twelve

is something. We go along here and get two and three.

J.B.: You were going to say something about Alexander?

W.C: I think Alexander «j*/W5» Blanton will have a

good of black support. Research will show that on

Blanton . . . he's been anything . . . well let me say this.

He took the seventh district when he was elected to congress,

he said "I assure you people that if I am elected to Congress,

I'll give you the same representation that you have enjoyed in

the past, and this was Congressman Murray who had been over

there years and years and years. We thought at the time that

he was just making campaign talk, but after he was elected,

it was shown that he was that type of Congressman, and his
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record will show in Congress that he is not too popular with

the blacks, and I think you'll find blacks knocking on Alexander's

door saying I want to become part of your campaign. I know their

leadership ... I know a lot of the leadership will ... the

black leadership, whether or not they will be able to bring

the masses along, I don't know.

J.B.i Would the same have been true with Winston?

W.C.: Yes. I think it's more of an anti-Blanton thin,-

that I am talking about. I think the same would have been true

with Winston, maybe a tad more.

J.B.: What would be the effect on the Republican party

in Tennessee if Deron were to run for Senate against Brock?

W.C.: I think you would see a campaign that wouldn't

compare with anything you have ever seen anyplace in the United

States. He would really get the people, these same stale

people that I talked about a few moments ago would become

rejuvenated and we would really go all over this state and

you would see a humdinger.

J.B.: Would it likely produce a great deal of bitterness?

W.C.: Well when Howard Baker ran the second time, he

was opposed in the primary by a fine young former State

Chairman by the name of Ken Roberts. A lot of us .

I was State Director at the time and a lot of us felt that

we could not afford a primary at that time because it would

cost a whole lot of money and there would be bitterness

to come of it, and I can remember . . . Senator Baker shutting

off the conversation at the home of Georgette Wilson who was

national committeeman in Rockford Tennessee. We all made our
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pitches to the Senator, he was not Senator at the time of

course ... he said "gentlemen, a lot of what you say is

true, but this primary is a sign of maturity what this party

has been working for for many years." The meeting was over,

there was nothing to be said. If Governor Dunn or anyone

else sees fit to run against Bill Brock in the primary

for the Senatorial race, we've got to say this is a sign

of maturity. Whether we like it or not, we Republicans in

Tennessee have got to grow up and overcome the bitterness

caused by primaries. I have never been in a real knock

down, drag out primary so I don't know how

I wish there wouldn't be one, but it would cause quite a

split because we think that if Brock or anyone is doing

a pretty good job or an outstanding job at their office,

why should someone take them over and try to knock them

out of it.

J.B.: Would the potential be there for something

like the Cramer - Carswell fight in Florida?

W.C. :

J.B.: When ... in terms of ...

W.G.i I know Cramer, and I know his background

describe the race.

J.B. : Well it being very deviaive to the Republican

party in Florida.

W.C: I think he would. Now whether or not we'd

get over it . . . if he's here, I don't know that, but

it would be a very tough time.

W.D.: Are there three distinctive organizations,

Brock, Baker, Dunn?
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W.C.: No, I wouldn't say that. I don't know what a

Dunn organization is.

J.B.: Isn't it usually referred to though as the

Baker - Dunn wing of the party?

W.C.: Dunn leans in that direction, there is no

question about that.

J.B.: And, of course, Alexander is associated because

he ran Dunn and Baker's campaign didn't he?

W.C.i Yeah.

W.D.: So there are two sets of people identified with

those two men.

W.C.: You almost have to say that. I mean people don't

overlap very much. No they don't overlap very much because

there's a natural for position . . . Baker is the

senior Senator, and the most articulate and the most renouned.

The Brock people feel like we have built the base and did all

the work in the job. We just want the Senator to take his top

position, but we want to know real close behind the Brock

people who did a lot of pushing right on up there, and when

we don't get recognized we have to

J.B.s Do you really expect the Brock organization to

really open up in terms of support of Alexander this fall?

W.C: Sure, oh yeah, hell yes, there is no question

about that. I think it epitomizes the Brock organization

when we talk about . . .

J.B.: Would you suspect that Alexander would then

support Brock in '76 in return?

W.C: Well just like I had said, we would expect . . .

I would hope that any key Republican would support the
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incumbent unless there is some good reason not to.

J.B.: So what Dunn decides to do would be a real

key to a future of the Republican party?

W.C.: Oh yeah, yeah.

J.B.: Do you have any idea what he is going to

W.C: I would hope he would find a real good job

for four years and run for Governor again. I don't have

any idea what he wants to do ... with his position with

Tennessee, Tom Bigsby, Waterway and Chairman of the

Republican Governors conference, he could very well

become a . I wouldn't be at all surprised.

He would be a real tough candidate because I managed Bill

Jenkins campaign and primary when Bill was Speaker of

the House, the only one in history that we had, when

he ran for Governor against Dunn and Maxie Joinman (?),

and I managed Bill's campaign for 16 counties, and we

would go in and work our fingers off getting up a hard

core organization, somebody to support Bill Jenkins and

go in there and just pick up 20$ of the voters, or some

thing like that, you know. And we had it set, and then

here comes Dunn, he'd walk around the dog gone county

court house about twice and kiss a couple of babies and

he'd take it all away from us. He is just an absolute

fabulous campaigner.

J.B.: you think then that he is one of these

people who is a natural political campaigners?

W.C: Oh yes. There is no question about it.

J.B.: Wasn't that his first race for office?
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W.C.: Well, so to speak. We brought some stuff up

that showed that he had run for State legislator and also

for State Constitutional Convention and gotten his pants

beat off, but that was the old one party crump in Shelby-

County, so it really wasn't a true thing. He was putting

his name on the ballot, for all practical purposes . . .

J.B.: His career almost parallelled with Bill

Bumper's in that extent then, a guy that just came from

nowhere, except that Dunn had been more active within

the party.

W.D.: So did Claude Kirk.

J.B.: Yeah.

W.C.: Is Kirk a new one?

J.B.: But Dunn you said was Shelby County Chairman?

W.C.i Yeah, and probably a member of the State

Executive Committee. I don't remember, but I know that

at every state convention people were waiting for Winfield

to get up and give an address. He had such physically

attractiveness is still a real fine thing, I think very

pleasant, and very articulate in my opinion, and his father

is a former Democratic congressman. Did you know that?

From Mississippi. So he could go back and have a whole

lot of things to talk about if he wanted to» very very

tough candidate, he could go on the national level.

J.B.: Is there any thought that he may end up

taking some position in the Ford administration, or something

like that?

W.C: I think if we had not had a Watergate, that he

very definitely would have gone to Washington as a Nixon
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appointee at some point, stayed very much in the lime

light and come back in four years and ran for Governor,

but that is a big if really; we have a different ball

game now, of course, and I think he would like . . .

he likes being Governor, his family likes being

Governor. He could be a much better Governor than

before.

J.B.: He is not likely to become a practicing

dentist?

W.C.i I doubt that very much. We Republicans

in Tennessee have had three real fine I think.

On the National level, you know, all three of them were

in the first list of 14 Vice-Presidential considerations.

Three out of 14, that's . . .

J.B.: Do you have anything else you want to add.

W.C.: No, I just hope that I told you the things

you wanted to know about those embryo days because they

were extremely exciting.

W.D.j When you look around at the other southern

states, why was it able to take off here and not there?

W.C.: Well . . .

W.D.: Like you've got it here.

W.C: Well, yeah, well now we are working real

close with Alabama at that time. Mangum Milliken when

Martin was coming along, you know, and . . . well, it's

got to be a chicken or an egg thing first. I know the

first year and a half that we had the state party, we

were able to get $115,000, and netted about $80,000

from that and with that you could . . . our field man
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could go out and get more money, and so forth. Congressmen

from the first two districts certainly didn't oppose . . .

J.B.: You had that . . .

W.C.: We had teamwork, we had a new Champion, Brock,

and we had broken through the third district for the first

time.

J.B.: Then you also had a base in the east.

W.C.: Oh yeah. Well, yeah.

J.B.: In that most of the other southern states . . .

North Carolina had it to a lesser extent, Virginia to a

lesser extent.

W.C.s We had a base in the east and we had a bug

in Memphis. I mean it just took a little bit more for

them to come on through over there. I'd hate to have

to explain how it did happen.

J.B. t of function of tradition

in history of the east plus geography from the stand

point of urbanization in the rest of the state . . . Memphis,

Chattanooga, Knoxville and Nashville?

W.C.s Yes, I think that would be it, that would be

some of it. Well, I think we responded to the trends, we

intentionally did that. Like I say, Eisenhower - Nixon

were making the youth bid, we jumped in there and

we went there to learn the new action in politics and

followed it to the letter. We had our champion in Brock.

We got monies first, and I guess the constituency of

Tennessee is just a little different from Alabama, Georgia,

Florida and what have you.

J.B.: Is the reason that Goldwater did so poorly
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in Tennessee isjjt/s Tl/Jrj position.

W.C.: No.

J.B.: What was it?

W.C.: Well I mean that hurt him, you see it was just

too much. We carried him in this district through hard

work and reorganization, but he was tough to carry, real

tough.

J.B.: Did anything hurt him more than TVA here?

W.C.: TVA is not all that tough here. We recognize

TVA . . . TVA is here, it's not a discussion as to whether

it is good or bad, it's here and everybody benefitted from

it. The President couldn't have solved that, I don't

think his TV statement was as bad as somebody thought it

was . . .Chattanooga and Knoxville are the core of the TVA.

We've got a big lake down here and any number of employees,

but at that stage I don't think it should have

J.B.: What did?

W.C.t Well, if you had to say one thing the fear

of being trigger happy probably hurt more than social

security or TVA in this area. They had some very damaging

adds on television that came through here, but just generally

why change. Johnson's in there, a little

afraid of Goldwater, and he was pretty damn outspoken some

times, you know. This area went for Eisenhower by a few

votes in 1952 . . .Tennessee, real big in '56, and then we

went for Nixon both times too. Harry Truman was the last

Democrat that Tennessee has voted for, I think, up to

Johnson. So maybe our constituency was such that they

were just sitting there waiting for him to come along
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and get beat, but to vote for Nixon twice more gives you

some idea, and we didn't have all that much going, you

know, you get a real fine organization.

J.B.i You mean Nixon twice and Eisenhower twice.

W.C.s Yeah, Eisenhower twice and what did I say?

J.B.t Goldwater.

W.C.: New grass roots, new rolling can do so much

in one thing but just 2% maybe. I'd like to think I

could run in an election and through hard nosed grass

root workers change the 2%, because you can win a hell

of a lot of elections by 52?S. We are well organized

here now, we can give you a computer print out on just

about every precinct, date of birth, general classification

of the occupation, how they registered, I don't mean how

they registered, how they voted in the last three elections,

which primary they chose. This came from . . . when Brock

first went up there, there was a real sophisticated machine

that you had to rent, that he and Cramer and Calloway went

in and purchased it and started us on some stuff. We became

programized and sold on the ideas, and now we have local

banks and other institutions that will give us the data

processing we need to throw one out, and we can . . .

We can give you a campaign here that really is second to

none.

J.B.: Is that only in Hamilton County, or is that

state-wide?

W.C.: Hamilton County. Well, I'd say we have got

it 75% in Memphis, that's about all.
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W.D.: Is that the thing that Win Martin was working

with? From Atlanta?

W.C.: I don't know.

J.B.: But the computerized voting list are those

that you have put together . . . the Republicans have

put together, the state does not have computerized

registration?

W.C; No, and you can get computerized voting lists,

but I am talking about computerized information sheet . . .

all this stuff where you actually go through and manually

put this information down before you put it on a punched

card, and that is a hell of a lot of work.

J.B.: What's on the list?

W.C.t Well . . .

J.B.: You get the voter registration list and what

does that provide? Just the name and the address?

W.C.: Yeah, that's all.

J.B.: Does it provide race?

W.C: No.

J.B.: It doesn't provide race or occupation?

W.C: No, nor date of birth. Seeing date

of birth make a pitch to the young and the people like

senior citizens.

J.B.: But you had to go get that separately?

W.C.: Oh yeah. We had to actually flip through

there and write it down.

J.B.: How do you get the date of birth, from vital

statistics?

W.C: No. it's on the registration car.
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J.B.t Oh, it's on the registration card.

W.C.: We have 110,000 registered voters in Hamilton

County, that takes a hell of a lot of work.

J.B.: How much of the information is on the card?

W.C.: The only information that we have on there

is what is on the registration card.

J.B.i Oh, I see. Okay, so the registration card

includes occupation, date of birth, is race on there?

W.C.s I'd say it was on there up until the last

two years. It also shows on the back which elections

you voted in.

J.B.: Right.

W.C.j It's stamped if you voted in the Republican

primary and we can We classify them

if they voted in as many as two out of three in one

race we make that classification. We classify and

consequently we send our mailing out with that tone.

You know, you don't talk to everybody the same way.

W.D.: Do you have a full time staff?

W.C.: Oh yeah. I guess we have had a full time

staff and a full time office since, I guess since '6k.

J.B.: When you really began to get into it, ...

W.D.: Is that the only full time county staff in

the state?

W.C.« I'd say there is four, probably. I'd be sure

that Memphis has one, Nashville probably and probably

Knoxville. We've come a long way. I think in 1962 there

were 25 . . . no, 16 house members, this was strictly a

one party state. The legislature was just a rubber stamp.
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The Governor would say here is the program boys, and I

know what you all want and we'll work something out, and

that was it. Two Congressmen, no Senators, no Governor,

or nothing. We've gone from 16 to ^9, we have five out

of eight Congressmen, both Senators and a Governor. So

we've got a lot to sell in Tennessee, and up until recently

it wasn't too hard to get money, because we were constantly

proceeding succeeding and you know, showing them. "You

guys, here is what is to be done." Yet when we defeated

Ross Bass, Ross Bass was labor man. Tennessee

is still a right to work state, and he was giving a lot

of consideration to feelings at that

time. Small industry and large industry got real upset,

what can they do, a lot of people, and they

saw fit to help us at that time. I don't know whether it

was because of campaigns or whether it was because of the

time. We elected people, and we went back to them and

said see, we told you what we could do, but it does take

money to run these type operations, and here again like

Watergate, this money is going to come harder, I guess

we'll have to curtail our activities to some degree. I

don't think they'll close up because as long as we can

pay rent, we'll have enough volunteer people in there to

do it. We have 2§ people right now . . .

J.B.: In the early days in getting it started, how

much of his personal money did Brock throw in into the

organization and structure and just getting things going?

W.C.: I don't know. I'd say in the early years,

the Brocks, not Bill, he has an outstanding family here,
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you know. I'd say in the early years, the Brock family

probably carried about one-third of the load down here,

and we have always done a real fine job money raising.

J.B.: Has that share decreased?

W.C.s No, itfe gung ho. No, as it grew along, they

are like a lot of wealthy people . . .

J.B.: Has their share decreased?

W.C.s Oh decreased, I thought you said increased.

Oh, I'd just say that they are now just solid supporters,

no, they are not financially picking up the tab by any

means. Good solid supporters and that's it, like one of

another hundred, maybe.

J.B.i Well is there anything else?

W.C.t That's about all I can do.

(End interview with Bill Carter.)


